3 APRIL 2017 – SPRING ART ON-LINE SALE
UNSOLD LOTS OFFERED AT LOW RESERVE PRICES

All offered subject unsold. Errors and omissions excepted. Buyer’s premium of 20% (+ VAT = 24.6% gross) applies.

70 Brian Bourke HRHA (b.1936) POLLING, 1966 €600
123 Mary Swanzy HRHA (1882-1978) IN THE PINK €200
134 Tom Carr HRHA HRUA ARWS (1909-1999) STRAND €300
174 Rowland Hill ARUA (1915-1979) A STRONG BREEZE, IRISH SEA €800
199 Henry William Moss (1859-1944) COWS IN PASTURE €200
200 Late 19th/Early 20th Century Irish School LANDSCAPE WITH MOUNTAIN IN THE DISTANCE €200
201 Gladys Wynne (1876-1968) BEACH SCENE €100
210 Norman Garstin (1847-1926) FAIR SCENE WITH CATTLE AND PIGS €400
215 Thomas Walmsley (1763-1806) COASTAL SCENE €400